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AUTOMATIC HAND  SCRAPING

 TEXTURING MACHINE

DISTRESS I ANTIQUE I LEATHER I
TEXTURIZE



Heavy-duty frame and construction

Variable speed adjustment

Equipped with diamond cutter tool

PLC touch screen

Emergency stop

Overload Protection

FEATURES
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One of the strongest market trends in flooring today is the look of hand-scraped wood
floors. To get the random patterns consumers demand, flooring manufacturers have to do
just that - scrape by hand. The introduction of the Random Scraping Machine camouflages
the effect, making it difficult to tell whether the floor has been hand scraped or a machine
has created random patterns in it's surface.

APLICATION

Creating a distressed wood look that looks handcrafted as the resulting marks have an
irregular thickness, depth and spacing
 Use on wood, plywood or multilayered ecological wood 
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All machines are supplied with the appropriate CSA or Electrical Safety Authority approvals. Any modifications that are required as a result of local or
provincial inspection programs are the responsibility of the purchaser. Price quoted is based on current rate of exchange and is subject to
adjustment to prevailing rate at time of payment. Machine understood to be subject to stock prior to sale. We reserve the right to correct any
typographic, pictorial and pricing errors without notice.
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Automatic Hand Scraping & Texturing Machine

SPECIFICATION

    Voltage    440 V
    Frecuency    50/60 Hz

 Power
 Thickness of wood boards
 Width of wood boards
Speed

   25 kW
   8 - 80 mm

   10 - 220 mm
   8 - 20 m/min
   0.6 - 0.8 MPaCylinder pressure

YM line of knives servo motor
4 pole inverter
Spindle motor
Electric spindle motor speed

   400 W
   4 kW
   2.2 kW
   9000 rpm

Capacity
Overall dimension

   13,993 Sq.ft/day
   2800 x 1600 x 1500 mm


